MEETING:

M. Concerned that building needs some general improvements prior to modernization project in 2010.

N. Infrastructure will be modernized – lighting, plumbing, fixtures, etc.

O. Don’t necessarily like the ceiling-mounted projectors because if bulb goes out then it’s a hassle to replace.

a. Look at installing along the back wall if possible.

b. Look at wireless projectors.

P. Fiber to the classrooms?

Q. Requested chalkboards in lieu of whiteboards.

R. Need new furniture - better quality.
ESL

A. Either build onto what’s in Business Building or build onto the learning lab center (Library).
B. Would like to consolidate spaces.
C. Currently using rooms in Humanities, Social Science, Chemistry, and Library buildings.
D. Learning Labs
   a. Will be meeting with admin to discuss.
E. Looking at creating a Student Services Complex – “One Stop Shop”.

End of Notes